In this paper we introduce a method to represent a given triangular model using a single triangle strip. Since this problem is NP-complete, we break the limitation by splitting adjacent triangles when necessary. The common edge is split at the mid-point, and the newly formed triangles are coplanar with their parent triangles. Hence the resulting geometry of the model is visually and topologically identical to the original triangular model. Our method can develop any edge-connected oriented 2-manifold of arbitrary topology, with or without boundary, into a single strip. Our stripification method can be controlled to start and end at triangles incident on specific vertices. Further, an acyclic set of edges of the input model can be marked as "constraint edges" and our method can generate a single strip that does not cross over these edges, but still cover the whole model.
Introduction
Constructing strips from the input set of triangles has been an active field of research in computer graphics and computational geometry, primarily motivated by the need for efficient rendering in the former and by traveling salesman and Hamiltonian path problems in the latter. Traditionally, triangle stripification research has been pursued along two extreme problem statements. At one end, the input triangulation is considered to be unchangeable and algorithms have been designed to analyze if there is a Hamiltonian path in the triangulation or to get as few number of strips as possible from the given triangulation (for example, [6, 4] ). At the other end, the input triangulation is completely ignored, and a new triangulation is imposed on the input set of vertices in order to arrive at a single strip triangulation even if it requires addition of new vertices (for example, [10, 2] ). The work presented in this paper tries to bridge the gap by combining the strengths of both extremes. It finds a single strip triangulation from the input triangulation by splitting the input triangles if necessary. At the same time, the geometry of the input model is also retained. Our motivation goes beyond the rendering requirement and theoretical aspects of Hamiltonian path. The advantages of having a single triangle strip representation of a model enables a plethora of other geometric and topological algorithms to be applied on the model. In this paper, we show a by-product of our algorithm to compute fundamental cycles using discrete steepest gradient method on the single strip on manifolds of arbitrary topology using total linear ordering of the triangulation.
Main Contributions:
The following are the main contributions of the paper.
• We present a method to convert an edge-connected triangulated model into a single edge-connected triangle strip, without any preprocessing.
• We present a variation of the above method to control the stripification process to avoid crossing over given acyclic edge sequences. This has applications in constrained path planning problems, in which edge sequences are given as constraints that robots cannot pass through.
• We extend our algorithm to control the stripification process by forcing the strip to start at a triangle incident on a given start vertex, cover the entire model, and end at another triangle incident on a given destination vertex.
• We present a method to find fundamental cycles of the given model using the single strip representation.
In the following sections we briefly describe the related work in this field (Section 2), explain our algorithm for single strip generation (Section 3) and finding fundamental cycles (Section 4). We also improve on our stripification algorithm to include constraints based on edges and sourcedestinations (Section 5).
Related Work
There has been a phenomenal interest in the stripification algorithms trying to find longer and longer triangle strips from the given model, primarily motivated by the need for efficient rendering. These stripification algorithms can be categorized based on their input requirements. The first category of algorithms takes only the vertices of the model as input and finds a triangulation that would generate a single strip (e.g. [2] ). The second category takes edges of a polygon as input and triangulates the interior of the polygon, with or without the addition of Steiner vertices, to create triangle strip(s) that covers the polygon (e.g. [10] ). Typically, these two categories work only with data sets on a plane or a height field. The third category takes triangles of the model as input and tries to build long triangle strips, not necessarily a single strip, only using the input set of triangles (e.g. [6] ). The third category works with 2D surfaces embedded in 3D.
The algorithm presented in this paper is a combination of all the above three categories and create a single triangle strip from the model. In the triangle strip generated by our method, all the input vertices are used as in the first category, Steiner vertices and hence more triangles are added as in the second category, and finally, the geometry of the input triangulation is retained as in the third category.
Dillencourt [5] showed that finding Hamiltonian cycles in Delaunay triangulation is NP-complete. Since finding a single strip is equivalent to finding a Hamiltonian path, conceding to the hardness of the problem, many algorithms just try to find as few a strips as possible from the input triangulation. A program that SGI developed [1] produces generalized triangle strips. Its heuristic tends to create strips that begin and end on faces with fewest number of neighbors in the triangulation, so as to reduce the number of isolated triangles. The classic STRIPE algorithm [6] makes a global analysis of the input triangle mesh, trying to find patches that can be efficiently striped. Velho et al. [17] build and maintain their triangle strips incrementally while creating the triangle mesh simultaneously. [4] builds strips by reusing the points added to previous strips as often as possible. Snoeyink and Speckmann [14] propose a stripification algorithm specially designed for triangulated irregular network (TIN) models using the spanning trees of the dual graphs of TIN models. [18] decompose spanning trees of the dual graph into triangle strips. Tunneling method for triangle strips in continuous level of detail meshes is proposed by [13] . Taking this a step further, [12] propose dynamic triangle strip management for view-dependent mesh simplification and rendering algorithms. Hoppe [8] , and Bogomjakov and Gotsman [3] investigate the ordering of triangles in order to reduce the number of vertex cache misses and develop methods to find triangle sequences that preserves the property of locality. Triangle strips are also important in geometric compression and transmission and is a by-product of these algorithms [11, 16] . Here again, the input triangulation is usually not modified. The hardness of the problem of finding a Hamiltonian path can be eased with minor variations of the problem statement. For example, algorithms presented in [2] avoid Delaunay triangulation of the planar point set and create a Hamiltonian path triangulation. Further, they also take a (planar) simple polygon, check using visibility graph if there exists a single strip triangulation of the interior of the polygon. If not, such a triangulation is produced using Steiner vertices. They also prove that computing a Hamiltonian triangulation for planar polygons with holes is NPhard. The QuadTIN method [10] triangulates an irregular terrain point data set by adding Steiner vertices at the quadtree corners to produce a dynamic view-dependent terrain triangulation that can be traversed as a single strip. Given a quadrilateral mesh of a manifold, Taubin [15] splits each quadrilateral into triangles and orders them into a single strip. Gopi and Eppstein [7] construct single strip from a triangulated manifold by adding new vertices and triangles using perfect matching graph algorithm. But this algorithm works for only manifold surfaces without boundaries and the stripification is not controllable. Unlike the above methods that take points on a plane or a height field or a quadragulation as input, our method uses the triangulation, not just the point set, of manifolds of arbitrary topology including the ones with boundaries. Further, even by adding new triangles, our algorithm does not change the input geometry (in terms of visual fidelity); whereas the above methods prescribe a completely new triangulation that includes the input point set. Our stripification is completely controllable and can follow the prescribed direction that satisfies certain conditions.
Single Strip
In this section we describe a few terms we use in this paper followed by a detailed description of our algorithm to create a single strip out of the input model.
Definitions
Triangle Strip: A triangle strip is a linear sequence of unique triangles each of which share a common edge with its neighbor in the sequence. During rendering, after issuing the first three vertices to render the first triangle of the strip, rendering of every subsequent triangle in a specific orientation requires just one additional vertex information. "Swap" commands are used to change this orientation. A sequential triangle strip is one that does not require a "swap" operation during the traversal of vertices for rendering; non-sequential strips might need "swap" operations. In this paper, the triangle strips we generate might be non-sequential. Adjacent triangle: We consider two triangles to be adjacent if they share a common edge, not just a common vertex.
Striped triangle:
A striped triangle is one that has already been included in the triangle strip; otherwise it is unstriped. Boundary edge: Since we consider only manifolds with or without boundary, every edge has either one or two triangles incident on it. A boundary edge is one that has only one incident triangle, or has two incident triangles out of which one is striped and the other is unstriped. Boundary triangle: A boundary triangle is an unstriped triangle with at least one boundary edge. Third vertex of an edge: The vertex that is opposite to an edge of a triangle is called the third vertex of that edge.
Right and left turns:
Inedge of a triangle in a triangle strip sequence is the edge shared by the previous neighbor in the sequence; outedge is the one that is shared by the next neighbor. In the counter-clockwise ordering of edges with respect to the normal of the triangle, if the outedge is the next edge to inedge then the triangle strip is said to have taken a right turn; otherwise a left turn (refer Figure 2) . The corresponding adjacent triangles are called right neighbor and left neighbor. The edge of a triangle that is neither its inedge nor its outedge is referred to as the third edge. Triangle-Split Operation: The fundamental and the only geometric operation we do is a triangle-split. Given two adjacent triangles, we split these triangles by connecting the third vertices of the common edge to the mid-point of the common edge (refer Figure 3 ). The rest of the stripification algorithm is about when the triangle-split operation is used. Split-candidate: An unstriped triangle is a candidate for splitting if exactly one of its edges is a boundary edge and the third vertex of the boundary edge is also in a boundary (refer Figure 4 ). If a triangle is a split-candidate then a decision to split it or not is made based on the following classification of split-candidates. Bridge triangle: (Figure 4 ) A split-candidate T is said to be a bridge triangle if any path through the unstriped triangles from the left neighbor of T to the right neighbor has to pass through T . In other words, removal of T splits the unstriped region into two disconnected islands and hence T forms a bridge between these islands. Bridge triangles, when encountered while strip-growth, have to be split. Not splitting a bridge triangle would leave a portion of the model unstriped. Fundamental triangle: If a split-candidate is not a bridge triangle, it is called a fundamental triangle. In other words, from the left neighbor of T to its right neighbor, there exists a path, which we call a parallel path, that does not pass through T (refer Figure 4 ). We call these triangles as fundamental triangles since they are the seed triangle to trace fundamental cycles of the model; and the parallel path is homotopic to the fundamental cycle of the model. Presence of a fundamental cycle implies presence of fundamental triangles; although, the converse need not be true. Fundamental triangles, when considered to be included in the strip, should not be split. Consistently splitting fundamental triangles would lead to infinitely long triangle strips. More details are given in the following sections.
Algorithm for Single Strip Representation
Here we describe the basic algorithm for single strip generation, followed by the cases in which it will not work and the amendments to this basic algorithm to handle these cases.
Basic algorithm:
The basic stripification algorithm chooses the first triangle and collects a non-empty and unstriped adjacent neighbor as the next triangle in the sequence. We have two choices for the next triangle in the sequence -right neighbor and left neighbor. If triangle i in the strip sequence is the right neighbor of triangle i − 1, then the right neighbor of i is chosen as the next triangle (i + 1) of the sequence; otherwise left neighbor is chosen. If the edge in the direction of the strip is a boundary edge then the direction is reversed. This process continues till all triangles are striped.
Handling islands: Refer to Figure 5 . Consider a bridge triangle T. Striping T might create two islands out of which only one island can be possibly traversed by the strip. Triangle split operation is applied on T and one of its right or left adjacent neighbors to isolate V . The triangle split operation creates two paths, one to enter and the other to exit an island once the stripification of that island is complete. The stripification continues in the same direction as the split adjacent neighbor of T. Note that going in the opposite direction would create infinite triangle split operations. Figure 4 . If T is a fundamental triangle then it is included in the strip without any split and the stripification continues in the same direction as before. If the fundamental triangle T is split and the strip follows the parallel path to reach the other side of T , this will trigger another split of T eventually leading to infinite number of splits.
The actual pseudo-code of our algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1. This algorithm is guaranteed to generate single strip surfaces. There are no other special cases to handle other than that is described above. In Algorithm 1, the third edge of a triangle is the edge that is neither an inedge or an outedge (refer to Section 3.1).
Greedy turns:
Every split adds two new triangles. If while growing the strip, the right neighbor requires a split and the left neighbor does not require a split, or vice-versa, we can take a greedy turn to choose the appropriate neighbor and avoid the split. Such greedy turns have proved useful in handling triangulations where two islands of triangles are connected by a single strip of triangles. Greedy turns are used only to reduce the number of splits and not required for the
Boundary Edges
Rest of the model 
Implementation insights:
In the above algorithm, the implementation to check if the given triangle is a bridge triangle is the important step. We have implemented this using depth first search among only the unstriped triangles with the left neighbor as the root and the right neighbor as the search target. In certain straight forward cases, this search can be avoided by a local search for "cavities" formed by boundary edges (Figure 6 ).
Algorithm 2 GreedyTurnCheck(T)
if IsBridgeTriangle(T.neighbor(outedge)) and not IsBoundaryEdge(T.thirdedge) and not IsBridgeTriangle(T.neighbor(thirdedge)) then T.outedge = T.thirdedge; end if Though we do not take any clues about the topology of the object as input in our implementation, we suggest using such information to avoid the above search in the following cases: (a) The search is not necessary for an object with genus zero, since all split-candidate triangles are bridge triangles. In other words, there are no fundamental triangles and hence no fundamental cycles for a genus zero object. terior triangle, the edges of this triangle form a boundary edge cycle in addition to the original boundary cycle of the given model (a case similar to one-annulus in Figure 4 except that the interior of the annulus is "striped" instead of empty). This is one case when there might be fundamental triangles but need not translate to the presence of fundamental cycles.
Analysis of the algorithm
The algorithm presented in the paper has time complexity of O(nlogn) average time complexity and O(n 2 ) in the worst case. If the topology of the object is a sphere topology and is known apriori, then the complexity of the method can be brought down to O(n).
A triangle is split only if it is a bridge triangle. Once a bridge triangle is split, none of the new triangles is a bridge triangle. Every split creates two new triangles. If the number of input triangles is n then at most n triangles can be bridge triangles and the number of new triangles is at most 2n. This analysis assumes algorithm with the greedy approach in strip traversal.
Our implementation takes less than half a second for the fandisk model which has 12946 input triangles and 16630 output triangles, a 28% increase in the number of triangles. The genus two double torus model has a 6% increase in triangle count, genus one torus has 19% increase, and the genus zero head model with three boundaries has 25% increase in the triangle count (Figure 7 ). All these models have less than 4000 output triangles and took less than 0.3 seconds each. The timing measurements were taken on a 667MHz PowerPC G4 with 512MB memory. Though our motivation for generating a single strip is not just rendering, [12] have shown that anything less than 33% increase in the triangle count can be compensated by the improvement in the rendering performance achieved by a single strip.
Computing the Fundamental Cycles
An interesting application of our basic single stripification algorithm is computing the fundamental cycles. surface. Hence an algebraic combination of these loops can be "morphed" without cutting the cycle to any closed loop on the surface. Finding fundamental cycles have many applications in graphics including texture synthesis on manifolds, conformal texture mapping, 3D morphing, geometry images, etc.
As mentioned in Section 3.1, the fundamental triangles that are identified during the stripification process are chosen as seed triangles to find the fundamental cycles. The only constraint that we impose on the stripification algorithm in order to find the correct fundamental triangles is to start the stripification with a boundary triangle, if any, as the seed triangle. The most important aspect of single strip representation is that there is a total linear ordering of triangles. We use this linear ordering to find the shortest path along the strip to get the fundamental cycle. We number all the triangles in the order of their appearance in the single strip representation. Any triangle in the strip will have the index one more than that of its adjacent triangle along the inedge and one less than that of its neighbor along its outedge.
By definition, for every fundamental triangle T there is a path from one of its side to the other not passing through T . Hence the single strip representation of the model consists of a strip segment from the outedge neighbor of T to the third-edge neighbor of T and this segment does not contain T . Along with T , this strip segment becomes a cycle, the fundamental cycle. We use the linear ordering of triangles to follow a steepest gradient ascent approach to reach the destination quickly. This cuts off unnecessary portions of the strip resulting in a "cleaner" fundamental cycle. The pseudo-code of this algorithm is given in Algorithm 3.
For a manifold with genus g and for a manifold with boundary derived from that, there are 2g and 2g+h−1 fundamental cycles respectively, where h is the number of connected boundary loops on the manifold. For a double torus with genus two, there are four cycles and for the "head" model which is derived from a sphere (g = 0) by creating h = 3 boundaries, there are two fundamental cycles as shown in Figures 1 and 8 . 
Constrained Single Stripification
The stripification algorithm presented in Section 3.2 can be modified to take into account different constraints imposed on the required strip. Here we describe two such constraints and appropriate changes that has to be done to the input and algorithm to handle these constraints.
Edge Constrained Stripification
In robotic path planning applications, a single strip representation of the space that the robot has to cover can be used to plan the path. Further, there might be obstacles in the space that the robots have to avoid. These obstacles can be represented as a two dimensional region or a onedimensional edge sequence. If the obstacles are regions, these regions have to be cut out from the input space so that they are not traversed by the strip. This makes the input space manifolds with boundaries. Since our stripification algorithm can handle surfaces with boundaries, we can avoid two dimensional "prohibited" regions during stripification. However, in the case of one dimensional obsta- cles, we mark those edges as boundary edges and the triangles incident on them as non-adjacent triangles. This makes sure that the crossover of these marked edges by the strip is avoided. An example of the result of imposing such an edge constraint and the resulting stripification is shown in Figure 9 .
Source-Destination Constrained Stripification
Given a source and a destination vertex, the strip can be controlled to start and end in triangles incident on the given vertices. Since we use the triangle split operation, in the course of strip generation, uniqueness of triangles is lost. So to avoid ambiguity, we define source and destination vertices rather than triangles. It is easy to start the strip at any vertex, and our stripification algorithm can take any seed triangle, including a triangle incident on the start vertex. But it is difficult to end the strip at a given vertex and appropriate modifications have to be done to our algorithm to accommodate this change. The idea is to carve out a path from the destination vertex and when the growing strip from the start vertex reaches the "mouth" of this path after covering all the other triangles, the strip grows into the path and finally reaches the destination vertex. In other words, the strip can enter the "mouth" of the path only if both the strip and the path have no other adjacent triangle to grow. Let us call the triangles that carve out the path from the destination as path-triangles. In every triangle along the path from the destination vertex, we maintain fields to point to the pre- vious triangle in the path, the from-triangle field, and the next triangle in the path, the to-triangle field. The first triangle in the path will have a NULL from-triangle field and the last triangle will have a NULL to-triangle field. In the following description, we refer to the path from the destination as just path. Here we describe our algorithm to grow the path and the strip. We suggest referring to Figures 10 and 11 whenever necessary. Choose a triangle T 1 incident on the destination vertex that has an adjacent triangle T 2 that is not incident on the destination vertex. The triangles T 1 and T 2 are our first two path-triangles and they are assigned as the first and last triangle of the path respectively. When the path grows, a triangle T n+1 , adjacent to the last triangle T n of the path, is added to the path if T n is a boundary triangle and T n+1 is unstriped. In other words, T n+1 is the only way for the strip to reach T n and hence, by induction, to the destination vertex. In Figure 10 , Triangles 3 and 8 are added to the path when Triangles 2 and 3 become boundary triangles respectively. Thus, after the inclusion of first two triangles, the path from the destination vertex grows only when the strip from the source grows and comes in contact with the last triangle of the path and makes it a bound- ary triangle. The pseudo-code of the above propagation algorithm is given in Algorithm 5. Now we have to deal with the situation when a growing strip comes in contact with the path-triangles. A triangle strip grows when a new triangle is striped. Striping a new triangle might make its adjacent triangles, boundary triangles. If one of its adjacent neighbors is a path-triangle, then it would trigger propagation of path (Algorithm 5). In the next round of strip growing, the stripification algorithm has to always choose a non-path triangle to grow. But there is a possibility that the strip has no other triangle adjacent to the last striped triangle, but only its path-triangle neighbors, as in the case of Triangle 7 in Figure 10 . If both the neighbors of the last triangle in the strip are path-triangles, then the one closer to the last triangle of the path is chosen as a candidate for growing the strip.
There are two cases based on whether this chosen path triangle is the last triangle of the path or not. If this chosen path-triangle has no adjacent triangle to grow the path then it means that the strip has reached the "mouth" of the path, and the only direction to grow the strip is through this path to reach the destination vertex (refer to the point when the strip enters the path in Figure 10 ). If the adjacent triangle is not the last path-triangle, then the strip has to find the "mouth" of the path searching in the direction of to-triangle of this chosen path-triangle (refer to the point when Triangles 3 and 8 are split in Figure 10 ). In this case, we use the triangle split operation as shown in Figure 11 , and we call this a path-split operation since it has to adjust the path after the split. Further, after a path-split operation, the last striped triangle will always have a non-path-triangle neighbor, leaving room for the strip to grow. The above algorithm continues till the strip reaches the last triangle and eventually the destination vertex. This algorithm is guaranteed to cover all the triangles in the model and reach the destination vertex. Results of this algorithm for different destination vertices are shown in Figure 9 .
Conclusion
We have presented algorithms to develop a single triangle strip from the given triangulation by edge split operations when necessary. The resulting triangulation includes original vertices and a few vertices inserted in edge-midpoints during the split operation. Hence the geometry of the single strip surface is exactly the same as the original surface. Our algorithm can also be constrained such that the strip does not cross over the constraint edges and the strip starts and ends at triangles incident on chosen vertices.
Applications of single strip transcends beyond its use in efficient rendering. We showed one of the by-products of our algorithm, the fundamental cycle computation and it used the total linear ordering of all the triangles in a triangle strip of the model. Mesh compression of triangle strips [9] have proved to be more effective than traditional mesh compression techniques. Such techniques can be helped by single strip surfaces, in spite of modest increase in triangle count.
Our stripification is completely controllable to produce strips that satisfy certain properties. The need for a particular type of strip depends on the application. The only invariant that has to be maintained during strip growth process is that the number of boundary edge loops of the striped triangles, that is not a boundary loop of the given model, is exactly one at any time during the stripification process. Any striping pattern that respects this invariant can be achieved using this method.
